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in the hands of men. Secondly, it is unfair to
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much of elite influence remains nationally

elites to act, they have to 1. See poverty as a
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problem that affects them, 2. Feel that they

the bundle of goods available to elites, this

have the power to do something, and 3. See

book argues that it is the regional spillovers

poverty as their responsibility. In Brazil, elites

that have developmental impacts that are felt

fail to eliminate poverty because while they

most directly. In this sense, the book debunks

understand
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reduction, they do not see it as their

of “new” elites. In light of this chapter’s

responsibility to act upon it. In Malawi, elites

overarching summary, I believe it should not

are simply unfazed by the negative effects of
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poverty, and instead attribute it to the poor’s
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laziness. In comparison, the authors note that
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complaint is that the work lacks concrete

Reviewed by Rita Lo, BA student in Public

policy recommendations that could steer elites

Policy, Duke University.

toward shaping good institutions and boosting
development.

To conclude, this book leans toward the
denser side of the spectrum, but it is all in all a
good read. Debunking the myth that elitism
exists in solely regional contexts, the editors
hypothesize that elitism is generalizable in
today’s globalized context – albeit with unique
local favors. The major takeaway is that
although fragmented regional elite literature
abound, the basis for a global body of elite
literature is still in a fledgling, developmental
stage. The establishment and expansion of
this scholarship depend on the refinement of a
consensual definition of “elites.” Thus, much
work is needed to synthesize independent
categorization of “elites” to arrive at a globallyaccepted definition. This book makes a bold
effort to summarize “elites” as those with
“privilege status and exercise decisive control
over social organization,” but even the editors
acknowledge that this is by no means
comprehensive or exhaustive – since many
contributors fail to strictly follow such definition
in their regional analyses. Nonetheless, the
volume as a whole is a bold attempt at offering
a common conceptual framework, terminology,
assumptions and samples that consolidate a
series of existing developmental literature for
cross disciplinary reference. In that sense, the
Role of Elites in Economic Development is a
successful pioneer and a rewarding piece, for
curious academics in general but in particular,
social scientists looking to conduct further
research in this field.
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